
Why I love NCHU 

 

  I graduated the Bachelor Degree from College of Art and Media with a 

major in Software Engineering at Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, 

Thailand. And graduated master of Information Management at Chin-Yi 

University. Even though my previous education background is not 

directly relevant to the technology management, I am always interested in 

technology management such as Development and Management the data, 

use technology mix with management to get something better. After my 

graduation, I have begun my career in Department of technology 

management I focus on management technology because now a day 

technology on today it is very important to the organization currently.  

  This is part of my motivation to pursue a Doctorate of Technology 

Management at the international accredited University such as Chung 

Hsing. To attend the Doctorate degree of Technology Management 

program at National Chung Hsing University, I expect to gain more 

knowledge as well as experiences to apply to me to get my job in the 

future. I believe that this program will offer me the global information 

management principles and business skills such as leadership, teamwork, 

and social innovation. This program would enable me to develop an 

expertise in the business area.  Therefore, I could be in a top position with 

an international firm in my home country then I can set up my own 

business in the future. During the study, I will make every effort to 

complete this program. The amount of skills and experiences will be 

integrated with my future career to achieve my expected goals. 

  In my opinion, because am graduated a master's degree in Taiwan. I 

think Taiwan has an environment and lifestyle similar to Thailand. It 

makes me not difficult to adapt my lifestyle to stay in Taiwan. When I 

come to study at National Chung Hsing University, I think it the best 

university I used to study. Because strong environment of school it easy 

to make a good Taiwanese friend because Taiwanese are very kindness 



people. In National Chung Hsing University have a community of 

international student, it make me can find the new connection from 

another country and make me not lonely. In NCHU also have the good 

OIA to help and support the international student. Our OIA of NCHU are 

also provided the scholarships to help and support international students. 

This is an only my few reason why I love and why I choose to study at 

National Chung Hsing University. If you want to have good experience 

like me, you need to come to study with us at National Chung Hsing 

University (NCHU).  

Open your mine is like you open the world, get out of the box to meet the 

new challenges. 

“If you have a dream, you can spend a lifetime studying, planning, and 

getting ready for it. What you should be doing is getting started”. Drew 

Houston 


